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ABSTRACT 
Research has demonstrated promising benefits of applying 
virtual trainers to promote physical fitness. The current study 
investigated the value of virtual agents in the context of personal 
fitness, compared to trainers with greater levels of perceived 
agency (avatar or live human). We also explored the possibility 
that the effectiveness of the virtual trainer might depend on the 
affective tone it uses when trying to motivate users. 
Accordingly, participants received either positively or negatively 
valenced motivational messages from a virtual human they 
believed to be either an agent or an avatar, or they received the 
messages from a human instructor via skype. Both self-report 
and physiological data were collected. Like in-person coaches, 
the live human trainer who use negatively valenced messages 
were well-regarded; however, when the agent or avatar used 
negatively valenced messages, participants responded more 
poorly than when they used positively valenced ones. Perceived 
agency also affected rapport: compared to the agent, users felt 
more rapport with the live human trainer or the avatar. 
Regardless of trainer type, they also felt more rapport - and said 
they put in more effort - with trainers that used positively 
valenced messages than those that used negatively valenced 
ones. However, in reality, they put in more physical effort (as 
measured by heart rate) when trainers employed the more 
negatively valenced affective tone. We discuss implications for 
human–computer interaction. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer 
interaction (HCI) → Empirical studies in HCI 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Globally, there has been an increase in physical inactivity 

due to the increasingly sedentary nature of humankind. 
Common health consequences of inactivity and resultant obesity 
are cardiovascular diseases, which were the leading cause of 
death in 2012, diabetes as well as some cancers, including liver, 
gallbladder, kidney and colon cancer [1]. In spite of these 
consequences, many people have trouble motivating themselves 
to engage in physical fitness and exercise. However, 
technological advances (e.g., FitBit) provide opportunities for 
wide-spread interventions to increase physical activity. 
Technologies designed to change a person’s behavior through 
social influence have been successful in promoting health 
behavior [2]. Virtual fitness trainers, specifically, have shown 
promising benefits for users such as increased motivation, 
enjoyment and even effort expended and thus physiological 
responses [3-8]. For example, Bickmore [8] tested an exercise 
adoption program involving a virtual trainer agent named Laura. 
For four weeks, participants were able to log in as often as they 
liked and to spend as much time as they liked viewing 
educational pages related to the training program. Users were 
motivated by the agent: those that interacted with Laura viewed 
significantly more educational pages than participants in the no-
agent condition. 

Although research has not directly compared how virtual 
trainers stack up against human personal trainers, there is both a 
theoretical and empirical basis to expect some benefit of using 
virtual trainers (compared to real humans). Nass and colleagues 
posit that, to the extent to which its able to act like humans, 
people will respond fundamentally to media (e.g., fictional 
characters, cartoon depictions, virtual humans) as they would 
humans [9]. For example, when asked to rate the performance of 
an advice-giving agent, users tried to be as polite as with 
humans [9]. Yet, people do not afford such consideration to 
other virtual objects (without human-like features) [10]. 
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Subsequent work has considered to what extent people treat 
social actors differently based on whether they think they are 
real people or artificial intelligence (perceived agency [11]). 
Research often studies this distinction by comparing agents to 
avatars [12-14]. Both agents and avatars are depicted as media, 
whether it be cartoon depictions or realistic virtual humans; in 
fact, an agent and an avatar could look identical (as they do in 
our study). Perceived agency is about who or what users believe 
is behind the depiction: avatars are operated by human users, 
whereas agents are controlled by artificial intelligence of some 
kind [15].  Using this comparison, there is some evidence that 
the social influence of agents is comparable to that of humans 
[16-18]. 

However, users will not always treat agents as if they were 
humans. The first proposed boundary condition that we consider 
here is the behavioral realism. We treat agents that behave in a 
realistic manner like humans, but not agents that do not. For 
example, if several agents are present in the virtual space and 
they all look and behave the same way, users will treat them less 
like they would a human [19]. Perceived agency, however, is 
predicted to have an effect here: avatars (presumed to be human-
operated) would be treated like humans regardless of behavior. 
Although there is some support for this [20-21], other research 
has failed to find support: when behavioral realism was explicitly 
manipulated for both an agent and avatar, people treated the 
more realistic agent like a human regardless of whether they 
believed it was an agent or an avatar [22]. 

While support for the first boundary condition (behavioral 
realism) is mixed, there is also another important boundary 
condition: there are some contexts where virtual humans are 
treated differently. In contexts where they might be judged, 
people are more comfortable interacting with an agent than an 
avatar. Research has found that people respond more positively 
to agents than avatars in settings where they feel judged: clinical 
interviews about their mental health [12,23-24], when asked 
about their personal financial situation [13], and even 
interactions where they have to negotiate over resources [14]. 
Some of this work shows that people are only more comfortable 
with agents if they are concerned about being judged [23]. 

In the current work, we address two main research questions 
(R1 and R2). First, we consider how people respond to an agent 
(vs. avatar vs. human) when the system gives the user feedback 
during a workout session (R1). If receiving feedback during a 
workout makes people feel judged, we expect to find that users 
will be more comfortable receiving feedback from agents than 
avatars or humans. Yet, as people are only more comfortable 
with agents if they are concerned about being judged [23], if 
users do not feel judged in this context, we would not find that 
people are more comfortable with the agent. 
     Although evidence around behavioral realism as a moderator 
was mixed, we also considered its impact. Specifically, in 
addition to agent and avatar (which are both depicted via media, 
as detailed above), we added a third condition: participants could 
instead interact with a real live human via computer-mediated 
interaction (i.e., skype). Some research has compared three 
similar conditions in the context of clinical interviews [25-26]. 
However, rather than only being about perceived agency, the 
differences were also about actual agency: this prior research 
[25-26] compared an actual agent (virtual human operated by AI 

and that was known to participants), an avatar-thought-to-be-
agent (virtual human piloted by a Wizard-of-Oz human operator 
but users thought it was a computer), and a live human. In this 
context, participants felt more rapport with a virtual human they 
thought was operated by computer (but was actually operated by 
a human operator) than with the actual agent or human. So, it 
appears that rapport might have been influenced by behavioral 
realism and perceived agency: like in the agent condition, 
participants in the avatar-thought-to-be-agent condition thought 
it was an agent, but unlike the agent condition, they experienced 
a system that used non-verbal cues better (due to being Wizard-
of-Oz operated rather than AI). Although the human interaction 
partner used these cues as well -if not better, rapport was 
probably reduced by fear of being judged in the human 
condition. However, research in the context of negotiation finds 
no differences in users’ response to an avatar-thought-to-be-
agent (again, operated by a human but thought to be computer) 
and a live human [27]; so behavioral realism needs to be tested 
in the specific domain – and, here, we do so for physical fitness.  
     In contrast to those previous studies [25-26], both the agent 
and avatar conditions that we use in the current study use a 
virtual human that is operated via Wizard-of-Oz, and instead 
these conditions here differ in the belief about who is operating 
the system (computer vs. human, respectively, as in [12-14]). 
Thus, in this work, only the human condition has greater 
behavioral realism (i.e., real facial expressions). Using our three 
conditions, we are able to compare the impact of behavioral 
realism to concerns about being judged in this domain. If users 
respond better to the agent than the avatar or human, it could be 
because concerns over being judged are prevalent in our physical 
fitness context, whereas if they respond better to the human 
than the agent or avatar, it would provide evidence for the 
importance of behavioral realism in this domain (R1).  
     Additionally, in this work we explored the possibility that the 
effectiveness of the virtual personal trainer might also depend on 
whether it employed positively or negatively valenced 
motivational messages. Designers of virtual trainers have 
considered using motivational messages that differed in affective 
tone. For example, systems (e.g., [28]) have contained both 
positive (e.g. “good job!”, “fantastic!”) and negative motivational 
messages (e.g. “get moving!”). These previous systems used 
positively valenced motivational messages when users increased 
or maintained their effort, and negatively valenced motivational 
messages when they did not maintain their effort. While this 
was a step towards examining the role of message tone, because 
users received both types of messages, it was not possible to 
compare the effectiveness of positively vs negatively valenced 
motivational messages. The present research addresses this 
important gap (R2).  
       Because negatively valenced messages might make people 
feel judged, when agents utilize such messages they may no 
longer have an advantage (over avatars or humans) in making 
users feel comfortable. Also, research has found that agents 
cannot use angry persuasive messages like humans can; instead 
such negatively valenced messages backfire for agents, reducing 
persuasiveness [29]. For both these reasons, we expect agents 
will not be as effective at using negatively valenced messages as 
positive ones. In contrast, human coaches can use negative 
affective tone to motivate their clients as long as the 



 

motivational messages are not authoritarian or developmentally 
inappropriate [30-31]. Thus, humans should be able to use 
negatively valenced messages more effectively than agents (R2).   

2 PRESENT RESEARCH 
     To test these research questions, we conducted an empirical 
study using a Wizard of Oz paradigm. Participants received 
motivational messages from a virtual human they believed to be 
either an agent or an avatar. In a third condition, they instead 
received the messages from a human instructor via skype.  
Participants interacted with one of these three forms of the 
personal trainer, and the trainer provided either positively or 
negatively valenced motivational messages to encourage the 
user to exercise harder. We compared these conditions in terms 
of both psychological and physiological responses.   

2.1 Participants 
There were 216 participants recruited, and they were 

compensated $30 for participation. Four of them were excluded 
from analysis due to either incomplete data or failure to follow 
instructions, which left 212 participants (100 female, 112 male) 
remaining for analysis. 46% were under 35, 48% were between 35 
and 65, and 6% were over 65.  

2.2  Design and procedure 
In a 3 (trainer type) x 2 (message tone) between-subjects 

design, participants were randomly assigned to one of three 
different personal trainers: a virtual agent, an avatar or a real 
person via skype, as well as to one of two message tone 
conditions: positively valenced or negatively valenced. After 
participants consented, the experimenter introduced the cover 
story. Participants were told that, due to the high price of 
personal trainers, the study was testing a less expensive fitness 
system. To manipulate trainer type, participants were told that 
this system makes use of an artificial intelligence (in the agent 
condition) or a remote worker (in the avatar and real human 
condition) as a fitness trainer. During the workout session, we 
used pre-recorded scripts to manipulate the second factor of 
message valence (described in detail below). 

The experiment room was equipped with a computer, a 
stationary bike (Proform 8.0 Ex Upright,) a video camera (set up 
on a tripod behind the bike in an over-the-shoulder angle), a 
timer (to count down the 10 minute workout), and a tablet 
attached to the bike (which was loaded with the video-
conferencing service skype). Before the participants started the 
workout, they were asked to complete demographic measures. A 
heart rate monitor was attached to the participant via a chest 
strap. Once the participant had been set up on the bike, 
participants were told to comply with the trainer’s requests only 
if they felt able to. The trainer then called them via skype, after 
which the experimenter started the timer and left the room. The 
participant then worked out for 10 minutes while receiving 
communications from the trainer over the skype platform. 

The appearance of the trainer on the skype screen depended 
on condition (Fig. 1). In the agent and avatar conditions, the 
appearance was identical: participants saw a virtual human. The 
only difference was their belief about whether the virtual human 
was operated by an AI or human. In the human condition, the 

confederate communicated with the user through skype. While, 
in all conditions, the trainer’s non-verbal behavior was aligned 
to the participants’ (e.g., smiled if they smiled), the trainer’s 
verbal behavior was pre-recorded (see description of trainer’s 
script below). The confederate in the real human condition 
restrained her nonverbal behavior to match that of the virtual 
human. Also, the skin, hair, and eye color of the virtual human 
were matched to the confederate. 

To operate the virtual trainer, a wizard controlled the virtual 
human from another room. She also served as the confederate in 
the live human condition on skype. Due to placement of the 
camera, the wizard could observe the participants during the 
workout and to react appropriately. All pre-recorded utterances 
as well as the nonverbal features were implemented in a native 
Windows GUI, through which the confederate could actuate the 
virtual human’s behaviors. The trainer was always streamed live 
via skype, the only difference was the source: in the human 
condition, it came from a webcam trained on the confederate, 
whereas in the avatar and agent conditions, the animation of the 
virtual human came from SmartBody [32]. To keep all verbal 
behavior consistent across conditions, the trainer’s script was 
pre-recorded. The wizard served as the voice actress, recording 
all of the lines. Scripts for the workout were identical across the 
two message conditions except for valence.  

Social comparison was employed as a persuasion technique. 
To employ the social comparison technique, the trainer used 
lines such as “I’ve pulled it off, I know you can too!” (positively 
valenced) and “I did it and it’s so easy. Try harder!” (negatively 
valenced). The frequency of the trainer’s utterances during the 
ten-minute workout was set to one utterance every 30 seconds 
for the first eight minutes and to 20 seconds for the last two 
minutes. Following this structure, a total of 24 utterances were 
phrased for each of the two message valence conditions. 
Importantly, the same pre-recorded lines were used across all 
trainer conditions. In the agent and avatar condition, SmartBody 
[32] aligned the non-verbal behavior to the audio. For the human 
condition, the same GUI was used to activate the pre-recorded 
line, and the wizard lip-synced the utterance via skype. The 
human trainer only used the pre-recorded messages. To prevent 
participants from asking questions during the workout, they 
were told that due to technical problems the trainer could not 
hear them (but could see them and their progress on the 
stationary bike during the workout). After the workout, the 
experimenter returned to supply the participant with water and 
removed the chest strap. Participants were then able to dismount 
the stationary bike to complete self-report questionnaires. 

 

 

Figure 1: Human trainer (via skype) next to the virtual trainer. 









 

the virtual human looked fit (like the confederate did in the live 
human condition). Similarly, in the agent condition, participants 
might be bothered by comments such as “I did it” coming from 
an unembodied artificial intelligence, which lacks the ability to 
“do” anything physical at all. While work on agent backstories 
suggests that users are not at all bothered by agents taking the 
role of a real human [33], that may not be the case in the context 
of physical fitness. While some persuasion techniques have 
already been shown to be effective when employed by agents 
(e.g., reciprocity [37-38]), to our knowledge, social comparison 
technique had not been examined previously. The current work 
suggests it may be less effective when used by agents in certain 
circumstances.  

Indeed, there are some persuasion techniques that agents 
cannot use as well as humans can, and the current work 
reinforces prior findings in this area. Just as we found that 
virtual trainers cannot use negative motivation messages as well 
as live human personal trainers can, work in decision-making 
contexts has found that agents cannot use anger to persuade 
users like humans can [29]. Furthermore, this prior research 
found that agents were unable to use these strategies because 
they were seen -by default- as low in power, and thus anger was 
inappropriate [see also [39]). Thus, in our current work, it is 
possible that agents (and avatars) were seen as relatively lower 
in power, and thus their use of this persuasion technique was 
less effective. 

We also found that the tone of motivational messages can 
have an impact regardless of whether trainers are virtual or real. 
Participants felt more rapport with trainers who used positively 
valenced messages compared to negatively valenced ones. This, 
however, had different consequences for effort depending on 
whether it was self-reported or indexed in terms of increase in 
cardio output (i.e., heart rate). Although users feel better when 
virtual trainers use positively valenced messages, they could put 
forth greater effort with more negatively valenced messages.  

4.2 Implications for design, limitations, 
and future work 

This finding -that positively valenced messages foster more 
favorable perceptions of the trainer but negatively valenced 
messages might result in greater effort- has implications for 
agent design. Indeed, this tradeoff between perception and effort 
should be considered when designing applications (as in [15]): 
positively valenced messages could reduce efficacy, whereas 
negatively valenced ones could reduce use when coming from a 
virtual trainer. Perhaps future applications could monitor both 
perception and physical effort online, and program virtual 
agents to employ positively and negatively valenced messages as 
needed, respectively. However, given the more negative 
perceptions felt by users in the negatively valanced message 
condition, it is possible that feelings of agitation contributed to 
the heightened heart rate increase. Because the difference in 
heart rate increase observed in this study is likely too large to be 
completely attributed to such agitation, such reactions would -if 
anything- only partially account for increase in heart rate.  

One aspect that should be considered in future studies is 
personal preferences and personality traits. Previous studies 
have shown that the effectiveness of motivational strategies 
might differ depending on personality [40-41]. For example, 

researchers [41] found significant correlations between the 
effectiveness of motivating technology and the “big 5” 
personality traits. In future technologies that promote exercise, 
this could be realized using personality screening.  

The participants in this study also commented on possible 
improvements of the virtual fitness trainer system. These 
comments have implications for features that could improve 
future fitness technologies. First, many participants noted that 
they would prefer it if the fitness trainer simultaneously 
exercised with the user rather than being static. While the 
constraints of experimental control limited us to using a script 
(described above), participants’ comments suggested that a more 
interactive experience could be more motivating. For example, a 
more interactive and personalized feel could be achieved by 
providing individualized feedback on heart rate values, burnt 
calories and covered distance. Using text-to-speech could allow 
for a script to be customized with such feedback, while still 
maintaining internal validity. Finally, participants also requested 
to choose the look and the gender of the trainer.   

Along these lines, it is also possible that the virtual trainer’s 
gender could account for the reduced self-reported effort and felt 
connection from the more negatively valenced motivational 
messages. The negative stereotypes associated with women who 
are perceived to be “bossy” or “pushy” could have led 
participants to perceive the negatively valenced messages more 
unfavorably than if the virtual trainer were male. Future studies 
could explore the effects of trainer gender and thereby provide 
insight regarding the impact of male and female stereotypes with 
virtual humans [42] in the context of fitness. Instead of revealing 
stereotypes, we may find that people are more motivated by 
agents of the opposite gender as long as they are positively 
engaging, as in prior research with an academic context [43]. 
Ultimately, research should compare different combinations of 
positively and negatively valenced messages used by female (and 
male) virtual trainers to optimize positive perceptions and actual 
effort exerted. While such future research could further bolster 
our understanding in technology for physical fitness, this work 
takes an important step in this direction.  

4.3 Conclusion 
Overall, we find interesting differences in computer-mediated 

interactions between humans and media depictions (agents and 
avatars). Behavioral realism (in terms of non-verbal behaviors of 
the live human trainer) impacted regard for the trainer 
(motivation, and ratings of quality, disagreeableness, and 
rapport). Like in-person coaches, the live human trainer who use 
negatively valenced messages were well-regarded; however, 
when the agent or avatar used negatively valenced, participants 
responded more poorly than when they used positively valenced 
ones. In contrast, with rapport, perceived agency appears to take 
precedence: compared to the agent, users felt more rapport with 
the live human trainer or the avatar. Regardless of trainer type, 
they also felt more rapport - and said they put in more effort - 
with trainers that used positively valenced messages than those 
that used negatively valenced ones. However, in reality, they put 
in more physical effort (as measured by heart rate) when trainers 
employed the more negatively valenced affective tone. It seems 
that “what doesn’t destroy you makes you stronger.” 
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